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Engineering and construction industry overview and indicators
Baker Tilly Capital, LLC’s engineering and construction M&A update provides an overview of the U.S. engineering and 
construction sector, including recent performance and M&A trends.

In the first quarter of 2017 (Q1-2017), construction spending totaled $259.5 billion which represented a 13.1 percent drop 
from the prior quarter and a 1.6 percent increase from the same period in 2016. Engineering and construction firms 
should anticipate modest growth through the remainder of 2017 and into 2018 according to the forecast released by the 
American Institute of Architects (AIA). 

Spending in the non-residential sector is expected to finish 2017 at just under 4 percent growth from the prior year. However, 
the commercial and industrial sector is poised to finish the year strong with an expected spending increase of 8.8 percent 
for the year according to the AIA. 

Aggregate construction spending so far in 2017 has been less than expected compared to the optimistic outlook for 
the industry entering the year given the anticipated fiscal policies that many hoped would bolster industry growth. On 
an annualized basis, the U.S. economy has grown approximately 2 percent through the first half of 2017 (H1-2017). The 
infrastructure spending plan for $1 trillion has been delayed.  

Other concerns over the growth of the engineering and construction industry include a cyclical future slowdown of the U.S. 
economy and rising material costs. While most economic experts do not fully anticipate a broad recession, the consistent 
growth the economy has experienced over the last several years is expected to eventually taper off. Additionally, the 
increase in demand for construction materials has driven the rise in prices of those materials.

Select public company metrics
Baker Tilly Capital reviewed publicly traded companies in the engineering and construction industry. The identified 
comparable public companies are trading in a fairly wide range with EV/EBITDA multiples ranging from 5.1x to 34.2x and a 
total industry mean of 10.7x at the end of the second quarter of 2017 (Q2-2017). The average EV/EBITDA multiples for the 
engineering and construction companies have steadily improved since early 2016 and jumped 11.4 percent from 9.6x in 
Q1-2017. The current multiple average of 10.7x marks the engineering and construction group’s highest average trading 
multiple since before the housing crisis and recession in 2008. If future economic growth and overall industry activity slows 
the companies’ multiples are likely to decline.

Public company valuations for engineering and construction firms can also vary considerably depending on the specific 
service and/or end market the company covers. For example, many of the lower valued specialty firms have significant 
exposure to the energy infrastructure industry, such as Chicago Bridge & Iron Company NV (6.3x EV/EBITDA), Goldfield 
Corporation (5.8x), McDermott International Inc. (8.0x) and North American Energy Partners Inc. (5.1x).

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Institute of Architects, Wall Street Journal, Capital IQ
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Select comparable public company analysis1

Source: Capital IQ (June 30, 2017)

1Adjusted mean removes any outliers that skew the data
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Average historical trading multiples

Select 2016 and 2017 transactions
The selected transactions with numerical data below are from companies in the engineering and construction industry 
that occurred during 2016 and 2017. The industry has seen relatively consistent acquisition activity over the past two years 
despite an inactive H1-2017. Publicly available valuation details are limited. NV 5 Global, Inc.’s acquisition of Lochrane 
Engineering, Inc. marked the company’s third completed acquisition of 2017. NV 5 Global also announced the acquisitions 
of Holdrege & Kull, Inc., a geotechnical engineering, materials testing and inspection company, and Bock & Clark Corpo-
ration, a surveying, commercial zoning and environmental services firm. Stantec Inc.’s acquisition MWH Global, Inc. remains 
the largest U.S.-based acquisition in the industry over the past two years.

Recent comparable transactions

Source: Capital IQ, public news sources and Baker Tilly Capital, LLC research (June 30, 2017)

Note: Multiples are based on average enterprise values for each quarterly period and certain outliers were removed from the analysis.
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Other select closed transactions: H1-2017

Source: Capital IQ, public news sources and Baker Tilly Capital, LLC research (June 30, 2017)
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Number and aggregate enterprise value of engineering and construction deals 
 with reported values(where EV < $1 billion) – United States and Canada

Source: Capital IQ and Baker Tilly Capital, LLC Insights (June 30, 2017)
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All information and analysis in this report is provided by Baker Tilly Capital, LLC, 
which provides investment banking services before, during, and after a sell-side 
or buy-side transaction. Baker Tilly Capital, member FINRA and SIPC, is a wholly-
owned subsidiary of Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP. Rubin Brown and Baker Tilly 
Virchow Krause are independent members of Baker Tilly International, the world’s 
ninth largest network of accountancy and business advisory firms.  

This information should not be construed as a recommendation, an offer of services, or an offer to sell, or solicitation of an offer to buy a particular security or investment strategy. The 
reader should not rely on this information other than as authorized by a written agreement with Baker Tilly Capital, LLC. The commentaries provided are opinions of Baker Tilly Capital, 
LLC and are for informational purposes only. While the information is deemed reliable, Baker Tilly Capital, LLC cannot guarantee its accuracy, completeness, or suitability for any purpose 
and makes no warranties with regard to the results to be obtained from its use, or whether any expressed course of events will actually occur. Securities involve risk and possible loss of 
principal. Past performance does not guarantee future results. No compensation has been paid to person providing a testimonial. Any testimonial is not representative of the experiences 
of other clients and is not indicative of future performance or success.

Securities, when offered, and transaction advisory services are offered through Baker Tilly Capital, LLC, Member FINRA and SIPC; Office of Supervisory Jurisdiction located at Ten Terrace 
Court, Madison, WI 53718; phone 800 362 7301. Baker Tilly Capital, LLC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP, an accounting firm. Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP is 
an independently owned and managed Member of Baker Tilly International.
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